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ABSTRACT

Electronic learning (E-Learning) is a type of education where the medium of instruction is computer technology and it can accommodate multiple learning styles through the use of media, text and live technology mediated interactions. In order to study about "E-Learning Concept of Optimal Dispatch Generation", it contributes many benefits for student and lecturer. E-learning allowing students to choose content and tools appropriate to their interest, needs, and skill levels. Lecturers also can include several of learning styles and materials that can attract students to give full attention and consistency. E-learning’s concept also can describe the learning object efficiently through simulation and animation that can increase student’s understanding and encouragement. An iterative method that used to solve the problem in generator dispatch also can be included in this concept. In conclusion, this project are profitable and helpful in teaching and learning process.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Electronic learning (E-learning) is a type of education where the medium of instruction is computer technology and it can accommodate multiple learning styles through the use of media, text and live technology mediated interactions. In order to study about Optimal Dispatch Generation, it contributes many benefits for student and lecturer. It allowing students to choose appropriate contents and tools that fitting with their interest, needs, and skill levels. Lecturers also can include several of learning styles and materials that can attract students to give full attention and consistency. E-learning’s concept also can describe the learning object efficiently through simulation and animation that can increase student’s understanding and encouragement. An iterative method that used to solve the problem in generator dispatch also can be included in this concept.

E-learning has many benefits especially for students in learning and exploring what they learn in their live. Some of the advantages of e-learning are:

i. Self-directed, allowing students to choose content and tools appropriate to their different interests, needs, and skill levels.
ii. Accommodates multiple learning styles using a variety of delivery methods geared to different learners.
iii. Provide self-paced instruction for learners wanting to move ahead or learners that wanting extra practice.
iv. Increase consistency when the learning is captured and delivered by technology.
v. Engages users with stimulating content and interactivity that teaches and reinforces.
Lecturers also get benefits from this concept when they can include several of learning style that can attract students to give full attention and consistency. E-Learning is the use of technology to enable people to learn anytime and anywhere [6]. Furthermore, it can include training, the delivery of just-in-time information and guidance from experts.

1.2 Problem statement

The manual learning process did not stimulate and encourage most of students in understanding the Optimal Dispatch Generation problem. Most of them have difficulties in solving the problem using numerical method through long and complicated calculation. Moreover, manual learning process can be helpful by lack of source or content that displayed in learning material. Besides, some of students usually lose of track when they make a single mistake during long calculation. To expertise the method by manual learning process are troublesome for some of students and need plenty of times to completely understood.

The slide show presentation that widely use in teaching process are often not designed for self-studying. Slide show presentation that usually provided by Microsoft Power Point is designed for teaching process especially for lecturer who placed a keyword for his quick reference to explained further detail about the lecture. Furthermore, those keywords make easier for lecturer that helped them to draw complicated diagram that relatively involved in their lecture [7].

1.3 Objective

The objectives of this project are:

i. To apply an interactive way in study about Optimal Dispatch of Generation using Visual Basic and Macromedia Flash software.

ii. To design an E-learning tool that contains notes, examples and Graphical User Interface(GUI).

iii. To expand and efficiently ease learning and teaching process by include several styles of learning.
1.4 Scope

In this project, it consists of the lesson about Economic Dispatch of Generator in power plant. It will focus briefly on calculation method that is numerical method. This type of learning includes notes, quiz or example and graphical user interface as the element to explore and study. In order to accomplish this project, both software that are Macromedia Flash and Visual Basic are really essential. In order to study about Optimal Dispatch Generation, e-learning contributes many benefits for student that allowing them to choose content and tools appropriate to their interest, needs, and skill levels.

1.5 Project Significance

This project was developed such an e-learning system for Iterative Method in Optimal Generation Dispatch. Technology tools are enabling interactive education (IE) to become strength in developing a worldwide culture of learning. IE will foster lifelong learning and will be assisted by feedback between the student and the computer or other collaborators. Education will be considered individual differences and depending on what learners achieved or acquired rather than the length of time to completed this program. This should be implemented in the engineering field, as engineer itself refers to the application of science and technologies into real life of world.

Particularly, Optimal Dispatch of Generator is among the important element of Power Industries which the students of Electrical Engineering field should well understand or in other words should be in their finger tips. They also must gained the ideas that the main reason of Optimal Dispatch Generator is to find the real and the reactive power scheduling of each power plant in such a way as to minimize the operating cost.
1.6 Outline Report

This report is separated into five chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction of project that will possess project’s background, scope, objective and problem statement. This chapter mainly described about the objective and goal of this project. At this part, preliminary of the content of the overall project will be observed.

Chapter 2 consist research about the project by collecting the data and information before proceed to next stage of development of this report. It also describes about the optimal dispatch generation and the iterative method. This is preceded by Chapter 3, which highlights on the method and tools of the project. Both aspects are vital ingredients in development stage of this project.

In Chapter 4, it covered about the result and discussion for each progress in this project. Lastly, Chapter 5 will conclude overall progress of this project and also includes suggestions for further study and development.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Literature review was an activity for researcher to study about project or paperwork that have been done by some one else. Those research must be done in their scope of project, which means the research must be related to the projects that have been suggested. In order to make project achieved, advantage and disadvantage must be noted as a guideline. From the topic that have been suggested “E-Learning concept of Iterative Method in Optimal Generation Dispatch”, computer is the main equipment that played vital role in e-learning. In other to do that the related project that are computer-based learning must be required and taken as literature review. Paperwork or journal that related with power plant should be taken as it can be guideline or instruction for the future requirement and development.

2.1 Three Phase System

It is a sample project of e-learning that has been published by Professor Dr. Marizan, Zainuddin Mat Isa, and Azrita Alias. This project is about three phase system which existed in our power system network. As a result from the observation, the software is full with content that related with the topic above, refer to Figure 2.1(a). Animation that have been use for explaining the theory also attracted and easily to understand. As an example in Figure 2.1(b), for phase sequence, the author explained it with angle and motion between phases. Formula that related to theory also been displayed for quick review as the users guidance as for unbalance load section, formula to calculate neutral current also have been explained clearly which need to recognize each phase after neutral current has been determined.
2.1.1 Screen Shot for Three Phase System

Figure 2.1(a): Main menu interface

Figure 2.1(b): Phasor diagram
2.2 Interactive Learning on Alternating Current Power Transformer

This project was developed by Gabriel Anak Jatu for “Interactive Learning on Alternating Current Power Transformer”. This project is a software based, which contains a learning course for general Alternating Current Power Transformer. Thus, the software developed will produce an interactive learning course system for AC Power Transformer. The interactive concept is approved by the simple animation as shown in Figure 2.2(b). Furthermore, this project was demonstrated the meaning of “interactive” by combining all of the interactive option such as tutorial and simulation like Figure 2.2(c). However, this project had some weakness such as lack of attractive interface and graphic.
2.2.1 Screen Shot for Alternating Current Power Transformer

Figure 2.2(a): Main menu interface

Figure 2.2(b): Simulation of voltage regulator
2.3 Protein Courseware

Protein courseware is the project that inspired by creativeness that also really essential in other to attract users by it’s wonderful animation and user interface as shown in Figure 2.3(a). This course was implemented by Zurina Yahya that used easy and simple menu interfacing for commanding other option of menu in Figure 2.3(b). This program also included interactive option such as quiz and tutorial. The only weakness that can be observed is too many notes that can be similar to Power Point presentation.